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Phase I Investigational Drugs
Exempt From Certain GMPs

More than two years after withdrawing a final rule that would

have exempted investigational drugs in Phase I testing from certain

GMP regulations, the FDA is issuing a final rule to do just that. 

The new rule, which amends the GMP regulation with the exact

same language as the withdrawn rule, was published last month in

the Federal Register. Slated to take effect Sept. 15, it will apply to

small-molecule drugs and biologics, including vaccines and gene

therapy products. 

“FDA’s position is that the United States’ [GMP] regulations

were written primarily to address commercial manufacturing and do

not consider the differences between early clinical supply manufac-

ture and commercial manufacture,” the agency says. 

(See Globalization, Page 3)

(See Phase I, Page 2)

FDA Globalization Bill Evolving
Into New GMP Legislation 

As Congress continues its work on the FDA Globalization Act,

a bill originally aimed at increasing FDA inspections of manufactur-

ing facilities, the legislation is evolving into a new GMP law.

The first discussion draft of the bill, which included docu-

mentation requirements for imported drug ingredients and facility

registration fees to defray the cost of overseas inspections, was re-

leased earlier this year (DGR, May). A new second draft of the leg-

islation was released last month by the House Energy and Com-

merce Committee.

Under the second draft, drugmakers must manufacture pharma-

ceuticals under quality risk management plans, and firms must con-

duct periodic audits to monitor suppliers. The bill also describes ele-

ments that risk management plans should contain.

IINNSSIIDDEE  TTHHIISS  IISSSSUUEE
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For example, the requirements for a fully

validated manufacturing process, rotation of

stock for drug product containers, repackaging

and relabeling of drugs and separate packaging

and production areas need not apply to investiga-

tional drug products made for use in Phase I tri-

als, the agency says. 

The FDA’s original direct final rule exempt-

ed Phase I investigational drugs from GMP regu-

lations covered under 21 CFR 211, but the

agency withdrew it under pressure from groups

as varied as Public Citizen, the Biotechnology In-

dustry Organization and the Parenteral Drug As-

sociation (DGR, May 2006). 

Under the new regulation, drugs manufac-

tured for Phase I clinical study are exempt from

the GMP requirements under 21 CFR 211 if such

products are not marketed or are not being stud-

ied in Phase II or III testing. 

However, the rule would require such prod-

ucts to be made under conditions that meet

“statutory GMP” rules, the FDA says. To ensure

Phase I drugs are suitable for human use, the

agency also is highlighting its authority to regu-

late them under INDs, which contain sections on

chemistry, manufacturing and controls. 

“In addition to the authority to put an IND on

clinical hold or terminate an IND, FDA may initi-

ate an action to seize an investigational drug or en-

join its production,” the agency says.

While noting this rule is intended to stream-

line the drug development process, the agency

says it will help promote simple, innovative and

less expensive approaches to complying with

statutory GMP requirements. 

The FDA estimates manufacturers that make

their own drugs for Phase I study could realize sub-

stantial savings in areas such as testing and analysis

of components and in-process materials, which

range from $50 to $1,200 per component tested.

Another benefit for manufacturers is that use

of standard operating procedures and methods

validation might be greatly reduced, the FDA

says. “We estimate that large drug manufacturers

that manufacture in-house investigational drugs

used in phase I clinical trials could potentially

save between 24 to 40 hours per IND,” the

agency adds. 

The FDA also is considering additional reg-

ulations and guidance for GMP requirements of

investigational drugs in Phase II and III testing. 

Guidance on Phase I GMPs

In connection with the final rule on Phase I

drug GMPs, the FDA issued a guidance recom-

mending approaches to satisfy statutory GMP re-

quirements for such drugs. 

Having well-defined written procedures, ad-

equately controlled equipment and production en-

vironments, and accurate and consistent manufac-

turing data are ways firms can comply with

GMPs for Phase I drugs, the guidance says. 

The FDA recommends a systematic evalu-

ation of the manufacturing setting that includes

an assessment of the product environment,

equipment, process, personnel and materials. In

addition, it encourages actions to mitigate po-

tential hazards to ensure the quality of the

drug. 

“For example, of particular importance is

the susceptibility of a phase I investigational drug

to contamination or cross contamination with oth-

er substances (e.g., chemicals, biologicals, adven-

titious agents) that may be present from previous

or concurrent research or manufacturing activi-

ties,” the guidance says. 

More information on the final rule can be ac-

cessed at www.fda.gov/OHRMS/DOCKETS/98fr/

oc07114.pdf. A copy of the guidance, “CGMP for

Phase 1 Investigational Drugs,” can be viewed at

www.fda.gov/OHRMS/DOCKETS/98fr/FDA-20

05-D-0157-gdl.pdf. — Christopher Hollis
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“A quality risk management plan … shall

address risk assessment, risk control, risk com-

munication and risk review,” the draft bill states.

Such plans would need to require pharmaceutical

companies to use vendor qualification programs

for raw materials and ingredient suppliers, as

well as for third-party contract manufacturers. 

Quality risk management plans would have

to be periodically revised and updated and would

“define responsibilities and communication

processes for manufacturing, quality control and

quality assurance activities” for suppliers and

contractors, the bill states. 

In addition, risk management plans must

have effective systems “to detect any hazard that

has been, or is reasonably likely to be, present in

or on the drug,” including appropriate specifica-

tions and test methods to verify the quality, iden-

tity, purity and strength of drug ingredients, ac-

cording to the new draft.

HHS would have the authority to issue regu-

lations mandating additional requirements for risk

management plans as it sees fit if new rules are

deemed necessary to protect public health. HHS

also would be able to compel firms to promptly

modify their plans to include new specifications

or test methods. 

Subpoena Authority for FDA

The commissioner of the FDA would have

subpoena authority for testimony and documen-

tary evidence in connection with any hearing, in-

vestigation or other proceeding involving a viola-

tion of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD-

CA). The power also would apply to investiga-

tions “to determine if a person is in compliance

with a standard or other requirement of the act,”

the bill states.

If a subpoena were refused, a federal court

would have jurisdiction to compel testimony or

documentary evidence. 

The bill also would impose a maximum life

sentence for knowingly counterfeiting drugs that

killed a patient. In other cases, knowingly coun-

terfeiting a drug would carry a maximum 20-year

sentence and a fine not to exceed $250,000 for

each count.

When a firm fails to have a quality risk

management plan in place, penalties for introduc-

ing drugs that are adulterated or misbranded

would carry a fine of $15,000 per day, with total

fines not to exceed $1 million for all violations

adjudicated in a single proceeding, the bill states. 

The bill also would codify the federal gov-

ernment’s extraterritorial jurisdiction over FDCA

violations for imported drugs — an authority that

HHS Secretary Michael Leavitt requested from

Congress (DGR, March). 

Electronic pedigrees for drugs and drug in-

gredients would be required under the bill, and

excipient manufacturers would have to register

with the FDA. 

Provisions for the collection of drug facility

registration fees, which were in the original draft

of the bill, remain in the new draft, but excipient

manufacturers are exempt from them. 

A mandate that the FDA conduct preap-

proval inspections also was kept in the bill. 

The original draft bill was criticized for

not allowing the FDA to use a risk-based ap-

proach when determining which drug facilities

to inspect. The revised draft removes, in part,

requirements that the FDA inspect all pharma-

ceutical plants every two years. Instead, if the

agency determines there is enough information

to establish a risk profile for a particular facili-

ty, it may limit inspections to once every four

years.

A copy of the drug-related portions of the

new FDA Globalization Act draft can be accessed

at www.fdanews.com/ext/files/Revised FDAGA

Draft Drug Safety Title.pdf. — Christopher Hollis

Globalization, from Page 1
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BMS Clipped With $3.65 Million
Clean Air Act Upgrades

Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) has agreed to

resolve Clean Air Act violations by reducing its

emissions of ozone-depleting refrigerants at mul-

tiple facilities, paying roughly $3.65 million to

upgrade some facilities. 

The company’s settlement with the Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA) requires it to re-

tire or retrofit 17 industrial refrigeration units by

July 2009 at facilities in Mt. Vernon and Evans-

ville, Ind.; Hopewell, N.J.; and Humacao and

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, the EPA said. 

The units use hydrochlorofluorocarbons as

refrigerants in the industrial process or in air con-

ditioners. BMS agreed to change the units to use

only non-ozone-depleting refrigerants, the EPA

said. 

The settlement, filed in the U.S. District

Court for the Southern District of Indiana, also

requires the firm to retire two comfort-cooling

units at its New Brunswick, N.J., plant and con-

nect the air conditioners to the company’s new

centralized refrigeration system. The new system

uses water-chilled coolers to minimize the use of

chemical agents.

The company also must take steps to ensure

compliance with EPA regulations at 13 of its fa-

cilities and pay $127,000 in fines. It also must

submit three annual reports to each EPA region

describing actions it has taken to comply with the

settlement. 

Following an EPA information request con-

cerning its Evansville facility, BMS voluntarily

audited 25 other facilities and reported potential

violations. According to the EPA, the audit found

potential violations at facilities in Connecticut,

Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey,

New York and Puerto Rico. BMS told DGR it

will continue to monitor all sites. 

Last month, under different Clean Air Act

regulations, Pfizer agreed to pay a $975,000 fine

for alleged violations at a former manufacturing

plant, a fee the Justice Department hopes will

serve as a warning to the pharmaceutical indus-

try about hazardous emissions (DGR, July).

— April Astor
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Every drug and device manufacturer who wants to operate in the European Union (EU) — or is looking to expand —
needs to understand the EU regulatory environment to avoid unnecessary scrutiny, product delays or financial penalties
that could sink their companies.

Discover what you need to do to navigate the nuances of the EU market with guidance from those who have been
there and succeeded. At Doingg Businesss inn thee EU:: AA Lifee Sciencess Summit, industry experts from both the EU and the
U.S. will reveal what they’ve learned from years of working in the trenches every day. No other conference will give
you the knowledge you need to prepare for challenging EU legal, regulatory and compliance requirements — get your
game plan here.

Registerr onlinee at: www.eusummit08.com

Orr calll tolll free:: (888) 838-5578 (inside the U.S.) or +1 (703) 538-7600

Doingg Businesss inn thee EU:: AA Lifee Sciencess Summit
Complyingg withh Pharmaa andd Devicee Regulations

Sept.. 22–23,, 20088 •• Hiltonn Arlington,, Arlington,, VA
Presentedd byy FDAnewss inn conjunctionn withh Squire,, Sanderss && Dempsey,, L.L.P.

http://www.fdanews.com/newsletter/article?issueId=11750&articleId=108403
http://www.eusummit08.com
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Ranbaxy in the Hot Seat;
Justice Accuses Firm of Fraud

Ranbaxy submitted falsified stability and

bioequivalence data in its ANDAs and used active

pharmaceutical ingredients (API) from sources

not approved by the FDA, according to a motion

filed by the Justice Department last month.

The accusations of falsified data also pertain

to antiretrovirals approved under the President’s

Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, a five-year, $15

billion program to combat HIV and other dis-

eases in 114 countries. 

Justice, through the U.S. State Attorney’s

Office for the District of Maryland and the Civil

Division, Office of Consumer Litigation, is prob-

ing whether Ranbaxy used API from unapproved

sources, blended approved API with unapproved

API, and intentionally distributed subpotent drugs

with less API than required. 

The case has sparked an investigation by

House Energy and Commerce Committee Chair-

man John Dingell (D-Mich.) and House Over-

sight and Investigations Subcommittee Chairman

Bart Stupak (D-Mich.) into whether the FDA al-

lowed drugs made by Ranbaxy to be sold in the

U.S. despite knowing it had approved them based

on fraudulent information.

“Allegations from reliable sources and sup-

porting documents indicate a pattern of systemat-

ic fraudulent conduct, including submissions by

Ranbaxy to the FDA that contain false and fabri-

cated information about stability and bioequiva-

lence, failure to timely report the distribution of

drugs that were out of specification, and attempts

to conceal violations of [GMP] regulations from

FDA,” Dingell said.

“If these allegations are true, Ranbaxy has

imperiled the safety of Americans in a manner

similar to the generic drug scandal we uncov-

ered twenty years ago,” Dingell continued. “I

would like to know whether FDA officials knew

about these allegations and what, if any, action

was taken.”

Both Dingell and Stupak sent a letter to

FDA Commissioner Andrew von Eschenbach re-

questing information on each drug for which

Ranbaxy has approval in the U.S. 

According to Justice’s motion, the FDA was

aware of the alleged “pattern of systematic fraud-

ulent conduct” for at least 18 months but did not

remove the products from the market. 

“If true, these statements would call into se-

rious question whether the leadership of the

Agency, including your office, the Center for

Drug Evaluation and Research, and the Office of

Regulatory Affairs, have met even the minimum

requirements of due diligence with respect to the

FDA’s primary mission under the Federal Food

Drug and Cosmetic Act,” the congressmen told

von Eschenbach in the letter. 

In light of the agency’s alleged inaction in

the Ranbaxy case, the lawmakers have requested

the FDA provide the following information for

each drug the company markets in the U.S., and

any “for cause” inspections: 

● All documents relating to preapproval in-

spection assignments;

● All documents detailing the tasks under-

taken and investigators’ findings during

preapproval inspections, including Form

483s or establishment inspection reports

(EIRs);

● All documents relating to any “for cause”

inspection of Ranbaxy or its API suppliers;

● A list of all API suppliers and any 483s,

EIRs and other documents detailing the

tasks undertaken and findings resulting from

inspections of those suppliers;

● A list of all laboratories that performed bioe-

quivalence studies, noting which Ranbaxy

drug substances were tested, when they were

tested and the test results;

● Any 483, EIR or comparable document that

would describe inspections (if any) of the

laboratories that performed bioequivalence

testing for Ranbaxy; and

(See Ranbaxy, Page 6)



● A list of FDA personnel who conducted or

reviewed each inspection listed above.

The letter comes in the wake of Justice ask-

ing the U.S. District Court for the District of

Maryland to order Ranbaxy and its consultant

Parexel to turn over subpoenaed documents for

the investigation. Ranbaxy has told the court it

would turn over all subpoenaed materials. 

Justice subpoenaed certain documents, some

of which the company had made available but

some of which it refused to provide. The company

subsequently waived all privileges for the remain-

ing information and said that it knows of no proof

supporting allegations of fraud or conspiracy.

The government’s case stems from a Febru-

ary 2006 inspection of Ranbaxy’s Paonta Sahib,

India, facility. The inspection resulted in a warn-

ing letter, which cited the firm for missing data

and documentation, as well as an insufficient

number of personnel testing products for stability

(DGR, July 2006).

After the FDA inspection, Buc & Beardsley,

the law firm representing Ranbaxy, retained Parex-

el Consulting, which audited the processes and

procedures in the company’s stability and quality

control laboratories. Ranbaxy later released infor-

mation about the Parexel audits — and portions of

the audits themselves — to persuade the FDA to

lift a compliance hold on the facility.

However, the company continued to assert

privilege on some of the requested audit documents,

which hampered the government’s investigation,

Justice alleged in court documents, adding that by

releasing portions of the audits, the company waived

any privilege that was attached to the documents.

Ranbaxy “strongly denies the allegations” in

the government’s motion, adding that no charges

have been filed against it during the three-year

investigation. The company said it has been co-

operative, especially after a February 2007 raid of

its manufacturing plant in New Jersey.

FDA investigators halted company opera-

tions for the entire day during the surprise search

and questioned all 360 employees, including sen-

ior executives and rank-and-file workers. Investi-

gators seized several company documents, but

the company said that it did not know the content

of those documents.

While it continued to assert privilege on a

few of the audits after the raid, the company con-

cluded that it must waive privilege to assuage the

fears of the government. It has asked Parexel to

waive privilege on the remaining documents. 

Japan’s Daiichi Sankyo recently bought a

majority stake in Ranbaxy in a deal potentially

worth up to $4.6 billion. This deal “remains on

track,” Ranbaxy told DGR.

A copy of the subpoena motion can be

viewed at energycommerce.house.gov/Press_110

/110-Motion.071708.ranbaxy.pdf and the con-

gressmen’s letter can be accessed at energycomm

erce.house.gov/Press_110/110-ltr.072208.FDA.R

anbaxy.pdf. — Elizabeth Jones
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Vaccine Production Issues
For Merck Are Subsiding

Merck has resolved a warning letter citing

GMP violations at its vaccine operations in West

Point, Pa., and resolved supply constraints for

bulk varicella, which had affected sales of certain

vaccines. 

During its second-quarter earnings call last

month, the company said that the FDA closed out

a warning letter that claimed bulk drug sub-

stances for many of Merck’s vaccines were adul-

terated (DGR, May). The letter resulted from an

inspection that cited 49 Form 483 observations,

all but 12 of which were resolved before the let-

ter was issued, the company said. 

“On July 10, Merck received a letter from the

FDA closing out its recent inspection at the West

Point manufacturing facility. As a result, any filed

sBLAs which were held up due to the inspection

can now move through the agency’s normal review

and approval process,” Merck CEO Dick Clark said

during the firm’s second quarter earnings call.

“Concerning supplements, we have at least

two supplements with the FDA concerning Gar-

dasil [human papillomavirus quadrivalent (Types

6, 11, 16, and 18) vaccine, recombinant] and they

will move through the [review] process,” he said. 

Merck told DGR the supplements are for ex-

panded labeling for Gardasil. The company

planned to respond in July to an FDA complete

response letter for the use of the vaccine in

women 27–45 years of age. 

Bulk Varicella Supply Issues

Merck also has resolved supply issues relat-

ed to producing bulk varicella, an ingredient used

for several vaccines, including ProQuad, a com-

bination vaccine for chicken pox, measles,

mumps and rubella (MMR). 

Subpotent bulk varicella had led to short-

ages of ProQuad, which is still not available for

purchase. Instead of ProQuad, Merck is recom-

mending separate vaccinations with its chicken

pox vaccine Varivax and its MMR vaccine.

Merck implemented some manufacturing

process improvements for bulk varicella and filed

for FDA approval during the first quarter of

2008, the company said. The agency approved

those manufacturing improvements, and supply

of Varivax will not be interrupted for the foresee-

able future, it added. 

However, the use of bulk varicella was pri-

oritized for Varivax, affecting the firm’s other

varicella-containing vaccine Zostavax, which is

used to prevent shingles. 

“We prioritized Varivax particularly to en-

sure that we had a supply to support the second

dose vaccination recommendations. As a result,

we were not in the same way publicizing or pro-

moting Zostavax,” Ken Frazier, president of Mer-

ck’s Global Human Health division, said. 

There were eight- to 16-week delays for

Zostavax orders as of the Aug. 5, according to a

vaccine supply notice posted on Merck’s website.

Merck told DGR it is waiting for regulatory ap-

provals to increase its manufacturing capacity.

— Christopher Hollis

FDA Orders Seizure After Firm
Refuses to Recall Supplements

U.S. marshals acting for the FDA seized two

lots of Miami-based SEI Pharmaceuticals’ Xi-

adafil VIP tablets that the company refused to re-

call at the request of the agency. 

An FDA chemical analysis of Xiadafil VIP

tablet lots 6K029 and 6K029-SEI found that the

product contained an undeclared ingredient, hy-

droxyhomosildenafil, the agency said. The chemi-

cal is similar to sildenafil, the active ingredient in

Viagra (sildenafil citrate), which is approved to

treat erectile dysfunction (ED). 

(See Xiadafil, Page 8)
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API Facilities Initial Focus
Of Joint Inspections Program

Regulators worldwide are poised to start a

new pilot program for inspecting drug production

facilities, beginning with plants that manufacture

active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). 

The FDA, European Medicines Agency

(EMEA) and Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Ad-

ministration will jointly plan and conduct inspec-

tions of API sites. If successful, the program will

be expanded to other types of facilities, such as

finished-dose manufacturing plants. 

“Through this new collaboration, FDA and

these trusted colleagues can spread our inspection

net wider by leveraging our respective resources.

We will be inspecting some, the Australians oth-

ers, the European Union still others. We will then

share information,” HHS Secretary Michael

Leavitt said last month at the Import Safety Sum-

mit in Washington, D.C. 

Leavitt said the program was part of the

Bush administration’s Interagency Import Safety

Action Plan (DGR, January). 

“Historically, U.S. authorities have primarily

relied on intervening at the border to intercept unsafe

goods. The new strategy calls for actively working

with trading partners to help ensure they build quali-

ty into every step of a product’s life cycle, targeting

critical points where risk is greatest and focusing at-

tention and resources on these areas,” HHS said.

The EMEA announced the joint inspection

initiative in late May following a meeting of the

Transatlantic Economic Council (DGR, June). At

the time, the EMEA said it and the FDA would

exchange inspection schedules and results as well

as share information on previously inspected sites

to get greater inspection coverage and better

identify API production sites in countries outside

the U.S. and the EU. 

During the conference, Timothy Hahn, vice

president of antibody manufacturing at MedImmune,

expressed support for harmonization efforts.

“I’m looking for all of us to come together

and have some harmonization across internation-

al agencies so we don’t have duplication of ef-

forts with respect to inspections,” Hahn said. “A

lot of our resources are spent showing people the

same autoclave validation protocols several

times, where as I’d like to take those resources

and put them more into … proactive, science-

based decisions.”

He said MedImmune benefited from FDA

and UK inspectional coordination for the firm’s

flu vaccine manufacturing operations — both

through scheduling and by having inspectors

from both jurisdictions in the company’s plant at

the same time. It was particularly beneficial con-

sidering the company’s flu vaccine is made in an-

nual campaigns. — Christopher Hollis
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The agency says it has not approved Xi-

adafil VIP for ED or any other drug use and the

product’s safety and effectiveness are unknown.

Mark Hirsch, a medical team leader in CDER’s

Division of Reproductive and Urologic Products,

said that “taking sildenafil in addition to certain

prescription drugs containing nitrates may lower

blood pressure to an unsafe level.” 

Following its analysis of the tablets, the

FDA had initiated an inspection April 22 at SEI

and informed the company of the product’s po-

tential adverse health risks. Florida state officials

then issued a “stop sale” action May 13 at SEI’s

distribution facility to keep the illegal product

out of the marketplace, according to the FDA. 

The agency says it asked the company to re-

call the tablets May 27. Although SEI committed

to halting distribution, it refused to recall the

product already on the market, the agency says.

Having warned the company of possible legal ac-

tions, the FDA asked the U.S. marshals to seize

the product to keep it from being sold or distrib-

uted at trade shows, the agency says. 

The company declined to comment.

— Martin Gidron

Xiadafil, from Page 7
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Senator Continues Inquiry Into
Pharmaceutical Outsourcing

Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio) is expanding

his investigation of the effect of pharmaceutical

outsourcing on drug safety by asking Merck how

it guarantees the safety of its products as it out-

sources production to China and other developing

nations. 

Brown sent a letter last month to Merck, cit-

ing an interview the company’s senior vice presi-

dent of global procurement, Richard Spoor, gave

Jan. 9, in which he was quoted as saying Merck

is “moving in the direction of externally sourcing

approximately 35 percent of the overall manufac-

ture of active pharmaceutical ingredients, inter-

mediates, formulated pharmaceuticals, sterile

products, vaccines and packaging by 2010,” dou-

ble current levels. 

In the letter, Brown requests that Merck

CEO Richard Clark provide information on: 

● How the company tracks the chain of cus-

tody for each ingredient in its drugs and

biologics;

● How it ensures that every facility operates

consistently with its quality and safety

standards;

● What percentage of its outsourcing has been

contracted to U.S.-based companies;

● What are the top 10 countries to which it

outsources manufacturing;

● What are the approximate percentages of the

types of outsourcing for which it contracts in

each country;

● What are the three top reasons it out-

sources to China, India and other develop-

ing nations;

● Whether the FDA periodically inspects all

its overseas manufacturing facilities; and

● What effects outsourcing has on the price of

medicines it sells in the U.S.

“Merck does not purchase, nor do we use,

materials from our suppliers who do not meet our

rigorous standards, the company told DGR. 

Brown sent a similar letter to Pfizer last

month (DGR, July).

A copy of the Merck letter is available at

brown.senate.gov/newsroom/press_releases/rele

ase/?id=2d256bf1-cb28-431b-8b0c-7d234dd02

999. — Martin Gidron
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China Increasing Regulation
Of Pharmaceuticals

China’s State Food and Drug Administra-

tion (SFDA) has issued a final regulation dealing

with requirements for on-site verification of drug

registration.

The regulation, which recently took effect,

provides detailed information on relevant

sections in the SFDA’s Provisions for Drug
Registration.

Those rules set stiff penalties for firms that

submit falsified documents, including a three- to

five-year application ban on firms that attained

authorization fraudulently.

It also covers administrative procedures, work

processes and on-site verification checkpoints.

The new regulation extends the scope of on-

site verification to clinical trials of generic drugs

and supplementary applications “to indicate the

concept of entire-process supervision,” the SFDA

says. 

The regulation is intended to ensure the reli-

ability and standardization of drug registration

submissions and product samples and, ultimately,

to provide the Chinese people with access to

safer drugs. 

The agency also has released a technical guid-

ance for manufacturers conducting research on

postapproval drug changes. It requires firms to sub-

mit a supplementary application any time in vivo

bioequivalence studies or clinical trials are found to

be necessary to demonstrate the safety and per-

formance of an altered product. — Meg Bryant

http://www.fdanews.com/newsletter/article?issueId=11750&articleId=108404
http://brown.senate.gov/newsroom/press_releases/release/?id=2d256bf1-cb28-431b-8b0c-7d234dd02999


FDA Inspection Prompts Recall
Of 55 Products

Actavis Totowa, a U.S. subsidiary of Icelandic

generic drug firm Actavis, is recalling all drug prod-

ucts manufactured at its plant in Little Falls, N.J.,

after an FDA inspection revealed the products were

not made according to GMP standards.

“A recent inspection revealed operations

which did not meet the FDA’s or Actavis’ stan-

dards,” the company said. “This action is not

prompted by product complaints or health haz-

ards associated with the products, which are all

prescription medications.” 

Approximately 55 different products are being

recalled, ranging from antiviral drug amantadine

HCl to painkiller oxycodone. Tuberculosis antibiotic

rifampin also is affected, as well as Type 2 diabetes

drug glyburide and antidepressant mirtazapine.

The latest round of recalls follows a previous

Class I recall of Digitek (digoxin), a heart failure

treatment also manufactured by the Actavis sub-

sidiary (DGR, May). That recall was initiated be-

cause the drug might have contained twice the active

ingredient, which could lead to digitalis toxicity.

Products made at other U.S.-based Actavis

facilities, including sites in Sunrise, Fla., Balti-

more, and Elizabeth, N.J., are not affected by the

recall, the company said. 

Actavis noted that blood pressure medica-

tion amlodipine besylate, antidepressant de-

sipramine HCl, enlarged prostate drug finasteride,

chemotherapy agent irinotecan HCl, anti-emetic

ondansetron HCl and muscle-relaxant or-

phenadrine citrate are not affected by the recall.

Last year, Actavis received a warning letter

for the Little Falls facility. The plant was cited for

various quality control deficiencies, including in-

adequate cleaning validation studies and manufac-

turing equipment maintenance, as well as for fail-

ures to investigate out-of-specification test results.

The company said it was correcting the prob-

lems at the site. — Christopher Hollis
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Yeast Contamination
Prompts Recall 

Roxane Laboratories, Boehringer Ingel-

heim’s generic subsidiary, recalled two lots of

sodium polystyrene sulfonate because one lot

tested positive for a strain of yeast. 

The drug is used to treat hyperkalemia, high

levels of potassium in blood that can be associat-

ed with kidney disease. The two recalled lots

consist of approximately 100,000 units, the com-

pany told DGR.

The product initially passed final testing and

met specifications. But the company detected a

strain of yeast during final product testing of sub-

sequent production lots, Roxane said. 

The firm identified the source of the yeast

from a shipment of high-density polyethylene

bottles received from a supplier. It then tested

two previously released lots, one of which tested

positive for the yeast strain. The other lot was re-

called as a precaution.

“The company is committed to evaluating

and implementing corrective and preventive ac-

tions to mitigate future recurrence,” Roxane said.

— Christopher Hollis
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